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And, behold, there was a great earthquake: for the angel of the Lord descended from heaven,
and came and rolled back the stone from the door, and sat upon it. His countenance was like
lightning, and his raiment white as snow: And for fear of him the keepers did shake, and became
as dead men.No longer could I say I was lonely. But oh, how I wish I could! Who could have
done such a thing to the Creator of the world? Who had so much hatred for Him?
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work of fiction. Though this book is based on Historical facts, all characterizations and
descriptions of people, names, places, and things are from the author’s imagination. Any
similarities to real people, living or dead, are entirely coincidental.All Scriptures are quoted from
the King James Bible as found on unless otherwise noted.To all Christians.May we never forget
the somberness, gravity, or joyof Christ’s death, burial, and resurrection.I am empty. Bereft. No
one visits, no one comes near. The garden is a comfort in some ways. The beauty of the flowers,
the trees, and the sky above. But I am lonely. Not like my brothers and sisters nearby. They have
been used. They are filled with the bodies of their masters’ loved ones.Yes, I am a tomb. The
rock I am made from was created by God the Creator long ago. Sometime later, Joseph of
Arimathea bought me and had men work on me until a beautiful place became hollowed out for
my master's body and for his loved ones when they went to be forever with their Creator.It has
been many years since those masons worked on me. I used to love when they came. I listened
to their conversations and relished in their company. Then they left after making all the ledges
and hollows they needed.Then something amazing happens. I have seen many things over the
years, including some eclipses, but this one is the most unusual. In the middle of the day, the sky
becomes dark as night, the ground shakes and cracks form in the ground far away. The stones
roll away from many of the openings in my brothers and sisters and the people inside start
walking toward Jerusalem! My brothers and sisters and I murmur among each other wondering
what is happening. Is it time for our Creator to make the earth new already?The darkness lasts
three hours. Then the sky slowly lightens and when it does, I see some men coming toward me.
Two men carry a body between them. A shiver of excitement goes through me as I see the man
in the lead. My master has come! But who is he carrying? And where are all the mourners? Ah,
there... There are only two mourners? Who is this man that only four people would come to
mourn his death?
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In the Bookcase, “A unique, one-of-a-kind RESURRECTION story!. A unique, one-of-a-kind
RESURRECTION story!This little story holds powerful truths in it. The structure of the plot is
unique, as the tomb of Jesus Christ comes alive to convey cognitive thoughts and emotions
regarding the days of Jesus' death and resurrection. No where else will you find such a
viewpoint. While reading it myself, I felt that this tale is certainly an inspired one -- something that
a creative artist would think up, except this is a painting created with words.I think this is one of
those stories that makes you stop and rethink the Easter story -- the same one you hear every
year, all year. It's different and allows the reader to perhaps glimpse something they hadn't seen
before about this Biblical and blessed event.Recommended for any age.Thanks to the author for
a free copy of this book; I was not required to post a review.”

Susane Kathie Hamilton, “A Beautiful Story of Christ's resurrection told by the tomb that held his
body!!!. This was such a BEAUTIFUL HEARTWARMING story of the resurrection of Jesus, told
from the standpoint of the tomb that held his body. I TRULY enjoyed this very short, but probably
the most important book I have had the privilege of reading. This lonely, borrowed tomb knew
the importance, and the honor bestowed upon him. He held his Creator!!! This was such a
WONDERFUL telling of this story. The Greatest Story of All. It was the perfect read for this
Easter season. I am TRULY BLESSED by this short book!! Thank You Faith Blum, for this very
different look at the Greatest BLESSING that we Christians have received. SALVATION!!!!!
Because Jesus died for our sins, and there was a lonely tomb to hold his body for the short time
until his resurrection!!!”

HABU122, “This is beautiful and creative!!. What a wonderful short story of the Resurrection of
our Blessed Lord! The author uses her imagination to see Christ's death and resurrection from
the viewpoint of Joseph of Arimethea' s tomb. The tomb describes all it sees and feels as
Jesus's body is brought to its protection. Alarmed and sad that this has happened, the tomb
explains its sorrow at seeing the Creator's Son in this way and vows to protect Him. The tomb is
happily astonished when Jesus rises Easter morning after that horrible Friday leaving his burial
cloth folded on the hewn rock shelf which an Angel now sits on. It's,a very expressive and sweet
tale. Thoroughly enjoyed it!!”

furmommawestie, “truly enjoyed how explained jesus from the stone and how it was. my son
who is autisum 13 ask me too read it too him and he said think i know story of jesus resurrection
and he said he liked it with me and loved me reading it as his bedtime story and as we reading
together it touched his heart ! it was a short story which was perfect and a way i could explain
resurrection in better fun way ! we enjoyed this book and inspiring of how written :) beautiful
read and love at the end of the book of scriptures go with it as well !”



Ebook Library Reader, “A wonderful blessing!. A wonderful blessing in a short story of the
resurrection of our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ! This faith filled telling of the resurrection of
Jesus Christ from the author as the perspective of the tomb was very unique and compelling. I
loved that even though she used the tomb as a observer of the event she kept to scripture to
give her readers a glimpse of how we could experience it through the eyes of a character who
was there by using the tomb.”

Ryana Lynn, “I cried through the whole thing  . A touching perspective of the Resurrection of
Jesus Christ. Probably my favorite story by this author. Well worth the read!Hallelujah, He is
Risen!!!!”

Linda Nathan, “Original, touching, uplifting. This is an utterly original and unique tale told by the
tomb that held Christ Jesus, experienced His resurrection, and loves Him.”

Kathryn, “He's Alive!!!. This short story is a touching testimony of the love that Jesus has for
mankind. There are many religions, but Christianity is not a religion. It is a way of life. Jesus is
the only way to Heaven. I thank Faith Blum for encouraging readers to believe. I loved this
story!!”

MISS K T J TURTLE, “A Faith Blum Short Story. Lovely little story about seeing through the eyes
of a tomb that held Jesus Christ inside. Sad but sweet, this is truly a lovely read. Thank you to
Faith for sharing x”

bubblesqueak, “Beautiful. I wanted it to be a bit longer but just the few pages touched me
deeply.I kept thinking ... womb  tomb  too.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Four Stars. Good, but very brief.”

The book by Faith Blum has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 71 people have provided feedback.
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